Eco-Friendly Low Concentration Silver Nanoparticles Acquiring Cotton Textile Antifungal Activities for Pulmonary Aspergillosis Protection
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Aspergillosis is a fungal infection that causes reduction or suppression of innate immune system. Occasionally, silver nanoparticles showed antibacterial activity rather than antifungal activity. In the current paper, three different shapes and concentrations of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were synthesized using dextrin and starch, then applied to cotton for acquiring antifungal properties. TEM illustrates the size, shape and homogeneity of the AgNPs. Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) quantified the AgNPs in the colloidal solution. Attenuated total reflection ATR/FT-IR spectroscopy and scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX) to screen the homogeneity and dispersion of the AgNPs. Different shapes (rode and triangular) of AgNPs (10-17nm) were produced using 10⁻⁵ ppm of the AgNPs. Antifungal activity towards Aspergillus Niger fungus was documented using the disc diffusion method. Cotton treated with AgNPs showed significant effective antifungal properties at lower concentrations (~10 ppm) preserving its white color compared to the higher concentrations (>100 ppm) of the AgNPs. Manufactured cotton fabrics treated with low concentrations of AgNPs were examined towards the recognition of the antifungal properties with minimal industrial footprint which may expose a novel possibility for antifungal applications.
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Acute aspergillosis is a fungal disease with an ominous prognosis and a high mortality rate if not cured rapidly¹. The fungal aspergillus spores are ubiquitous, and every day numerous persons respire in fungal spores. However, in individuals having the reduced or suppressed innate immune system, the fungal spores could overwhelm the respiratory tract barriers causing a pulmonary infection, identified as acute pulmonary aspergillosis (APA). The main etiological factors for the development of
APA are systemic treatment with glucocorticoids or another immunosuppressive drugs, hematological diseases, sepsis, stem cell transplants, infection with influenza, liver cirrhosis and HIV, which all lead to diminished cell-mediated immune system.

*Aspergillus Niger* is a mold that is hardly recognized as an etiological cause of pneumonia. Although uncommon when a patient is affected by this mold due to being immunosuppressed probably due to a long-term steroidal treatment; it became evident that the conventional drugs used for fungal infections such as voriconazole showed negative results.

Nanotechnology is becoming increasingly efficient in allowing researchers to inspect new characteristics of elements in a diameter range that was not possible before. The minute size of nanoparticles provides more surface area of action as compared to non-nanomaterials to the same given volume thus improving the collision frequency between particles and attaining a higher degree of agglomeration. Silver was long used as an antibacterial agent and now it is being utilized by nanotechnology to develop AgNPs which plays a vital role in numerous biomedical applications. It has great potential owing to the non-toxicity of the active Ag to human cells and their innovation being a long durable biocide with low volatility and high-temperature stability. The nano-sizeof the AgNPs exhibited more effective antibacterial activity at low concentrations. To fulfill the necessity of AgNPs, several procedures have been approved for their synthesis.

Chemical reduction methods for producing AgNPs included consuming synthetic or natural reducing agents. Carbohydrates are an eco-friendly method for producing nanoparticles. At the alkaline medium, carbohydrate chains degrade along with the reduction of the metal cations producing acetyl groups and temporarily reduced nanoparticles. At low concentrations, AgNPs presented antibacterial activity nevertheless there is a lot of disputes about its cell infiltration and toxicity. Preparation conditions for instance time, temperature, and source of metal cation all regulate nanoparticles growth, shape and efficiency. Among the numerous synthesis methods for AgNPs, biological procedures are the simplest, fastest, safest, reliable, and the eco-friendliest that could produce well-defined size and morphology in enhanced conditions.

After synthesis accurate particle characterization was essential due to the physicochemical properties of particles could have a significant influence on their biological properties. Occasionally silver nanoparticles showed antibacterial activity rather than antifungal activity. Currently, textile fabrics treated with different nano-metals such as silver, zinc and titanium showed efficient antibacterial activity. Many routes were used for stabilizing nanomaterials either in-or ex-situ. One of the drawbacks of silver nanoparticles is the yellow coloration that becomes more prominent with higher concentrations. In the current work, two concentrations were produced through chemical reduction methods using two natural products, producing two different particle shapes showing antifungal activity at low concentrations. Produced nanoparticles applied on textile fabrics showed antifungal activity which to our knowledge was not once demonstrated before. Modern investigating tools were utilized to examine the AgNPs size and distribution. The antifungal activity of the produced textile fabrics was also studied.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials**

Silver nitrate (AgNO₃), dextrin & sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. USA. Starch was provided by Glucose and Yeast Co. Egypt. Pure cotton fabrics (100%) were provided from Golden Tex Company, Egypt; whose weight was 118 g/m² and thickness was 0.251 mm. All chemical reagents are of analytical grade and were altogether utilized without any additional purification.

**Preparation of Silver Nanoparticles**

Dried starch and dextrin were solubilized under alkaline conditions. 0.1N AgNO₃ solution was dropped wisely added to the alkali solution during magnetic stirring. The AgNO₃, alkali-treated polymer (starch or dextrin) water system was allowed to react at 70°C in an oven for 30 min. At the end of the reaction, the high concentrated color (50-100 ppm) mixture turns into pale yellow; confirming the formation of AgNPs.
Textile Surface Modification with (AgNO₃)

Two different solutions of silver nanoparticles were applied to cotton fabric using the exhaustion method. Firstly, cotton fabric was immersed in the mentioned solutions for 24 hours under continuous shaking at 100 rpm. Secondly, exhausted fabrics were dried at 100°C for 30 min. Treated fabrics were washed with water/ethanol several times to remove extra salts.

Characterization of the prepared Nanomaterial and obtained fabrics

Attenuated total reflection (ATR)-FTIR spectroscopy (ATR/FTIR)

ATR/FTIR spectroscopy is more advanced than FTIR that are employing by governing the chemical properties on the polymer surface. ATR/FTIR spectroscope (JASCO Infrared System, Japan) recorded and analyzed the blank fabrics and treated samples either with copolymer and/or the polymer nanocomposites.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

XRD a standard analytical technique used for the analysis of both crystal and molecular structures. XRD measurements were carried out utilizing Philips Expert powder diffraction system (Philips Analytical, Netherlands) equipped with a vertical goniometry in the Bragg-Brentano focusing geometry. The X-ray generator operated at 40 kV and 50 mA, using the CuKα line at \( \lambda = 1.54056 \) Å as the radiation source.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

SEM microscopy was carried out to characterize the morphology and dispersion of AgNPs in the polymer matrix. SEM is a surface imaging routine, used to determine different size distributions, particle sizes, surface morphology and nanomaterial shapes of the produced particles at the nanoscales. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy was used to attain the composition and the elemental analysis of the nanomaterial. The internal structure of the textile samples was analyzed using a scanning electron microscope. The fabric and treated fabrics were dehydrated and scanned. Scanning electron microscopy was achieved by JEOL (JXA-840A); electron probe micro analyzer Edwards, England.

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)

TEM is an important procedure for the characterization of nanomaterials, to get quantitative measures of particle and/or grain size, morphology and size distribution. The crystallinity and nature of AgNPs were verified using a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM), Joel model JEM-2100, Japan. The aqueous dispersion of the particles was prepared then drop-casted on a carbon-coated copper grid, air-dried at room temperature in advance of being deliberated microscopically. Particle sizes of the sample were characterized by the particle size analyzer technique for measuring the size distribution by number.

Atomic Absorption

For measuring the AgNPs concentration, a definite amount of silver nanoparticles solution was removed by a syringe and the aqueous phase was delivered to the nebulizer of a flame atomic absorption spectrometer (FAAS). Atomic absorption calibrated with different concentrations of silver was exploited to measure the unknown silver concentration.

Antimicrobial Activities

Disc agar plate method has been recognized to estimate the antifungal activities of diverse textile fabrics treated with different AgNPs. Aspergillus Niger was selected to evaluate the antifungal activities; the fungal test microbe was cultivated on a potato dextrose agar (PDA) medium. The culture was diluted with sterilized distilled water to \( 10^7 - 10^8 \) colony forming units (CFUs)/mL, and then 1mL of each was used to inoculate 1LErlenmeyer flask containing 250 mL of solidified agar media. These media were put onto previously sterilized Petri dishes (10cm diameter having 25ml of solidified media). Textile discs loaded with nanosilver. The discs were dried at room temperature under sterilized conditions and then placed on the agar plates seeded with test microbe and incubated for 24h, at the suitable temperature of the test organism. Antifungal activities were recorded as the diameter of the clear zones (comprising the disc itself) that appeared around the discs. Cycloheximide (100µg/disc) was used as antifungal standards.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Treatment of starch with NaOH at high concentration results in swelling of starch particles and create more Starch-O-Na. A large amount of starch hydroxyls might organise with
Ag⁺ preventing their accumulation after being converted to Ag⁰ throughout the reduction process via capping and/or encapsulation. The ultimate reduction of Ag⁺ to AgNPs is mostly because of the interaction of Ag⁺ with reducing groups of starch-O-Na at C6. In the present work, the well-known factors controlling conditions as temperature (70°C) and duration for 30 min were employed throughout AgNPs the synthesis. At the end of the reaction, the powder of alkali-treated starch turns yellowish-brown gradually after adding AgNO₃; a point that obviously determines the AgNPs formation.

UV-Vis Spectroscopy

Silver nanoparticles as a powerful antibacterial agent successfully prepared through reduction method using starch and dextrin. Carbohydrates (starch and dextrin) at basic conditions oxidized to form acetyl structure combined with metal cation reduction. Nano-metals especially silver forming a specific absorption peak at UV-Vis spectrophotometer between 400-450 nm at UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The produced AgNPs spectrum confirmed the formation of AgNPs under previous reduction conditions. The

Fig. 1. UV spectra of prepared St-AgNPs and Dx-AgNPs solution, b) UV spectra of cotton, cotton/St-AgNPs and cotton/Dx-AgNPs
Fig. 2. XRD: a) Cotton, b) Cotton/St-AgNO3, c) Cotton/Dx-AgNO3

Fig. 3. ATR/FTIR images of cotton and cotton treated with AgNPs
two UV spectra were lying between 400 and 450 nm. Not only wavelengths give information about metal synthesis, but also the broadness and/or sharpness of the peak. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the alkaline solutions of carbohydrates successfully turned Ag+ into AgNPs, for both solutions of St-AgNPs and Dx-AgNPs. Peaks spectra at 400 nm reflect the presence of AgNPs. Additionally, the same coincident peaks represent the same concentration of silver nanoparticles.

**X-ray Diffraction (XRD)**

Produced nanomaterial exposed to X-ray diffraction to confirm nanostructure through diffraction patterns. Fig. 2 showed the X-ray

| Table 1. Elemental distribution of Cotton/St-AgNO$_3$ and Cotton/Dx-AgNO$_3$ |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Element          | Atomic weight    | Molecular weight | Element          | Atomic weight    | Molecular weight |
| C                | 48.29            | 55.61            | C                | 47.12            | 54.64            |
| O                | 51.26            | 44.54            | O                | 51.97            | 45.25            |
| Ag               | 0.43             | 0.06             | Ag               | 0.91             | 0.12             |

Fig. 4. Scanning Electron Microscope of a) blank; b) Cotton/Dx-AgNO$_3$, and c) Cotton/St-AgNO$_3$

Fig. 5. TEM of AgNPs prepared by a) Dextrin, and b) Starch
diffraction patterns of the cotton fabrics at the 2θ position of 18, 23 and 37. For Fig. 2 a, b, c and d, there is a comparison between the cotton fabric and AgNPs produced through chemical reduction methods. X-ray patterns showed the same peaks with little change in sharpness in addition to small peaks represents AgNPs at 2θ position 34, 43, 46 and 48. It is assumed that there is a low concentration of silver on examined fabrics. XRD observations also gave information about the ignored changes in cotton crystallinity after being exposed to the AgNO₃ treatment. ATR/FTIR

ATR/FTIR was used to discover the electrostatic binding between the cotton fabric and AgNPs. Fig. 3 illustrated the ATR resonance between 400-4000. ATR exhibited peaks 3500, 2900, 1050 nm which attributed to the hydroxyl, ethylene and ether linkage of glucose chains of cotton fabrics. There are no significant changes with cotton treated with AgNPs compared to pristine cotton. Moreover, binding between AgNPs and cellulose chains appears clearly at declined hydroxyl peaks, such decline perhaps credited to the binding of silver cations into the active negative (anionic) charge on cellulose (hydroxyl groups). Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

Fig. 4 demonstrates the consistency of the treated fabrics with starch/AgNPs and dextrin/AgNPs. The illustrated smooth elongated compressed fibre with interspace belonged to blank cotton fabric. Treated cotton/St-AgNO₃ and cotton/ Dx-AgNO₃ composites showed significant changes. Fig. 4b, reveals samples treated with dextrin, it shows coated fibre with white precipitation on the surface. Coating probably attributed to dextrin used for the AgNPs process, while white precipitate could be accredited to silver nanoparticles on the fiber surface. Fig. 4c showed the morphology of textile fabrics treated with starch/AgNPs. The polymer was coated with highly arranged and dispersed needle-like silver on the fibre surface. The different morphology of the AgNPs with different shapes expected a superior result at microbiological evaluations. Dispersion of silver nanoparticles on the surface of textile fabrics appeared as presented in Fig. (4). Elemental distribution elucidated the content of carbon, oxygen and silver as accessible in Table (1).

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)

The influence of the preparation procedure on AgNPs morphology demonstrated at TEM images. Two different shapes, spherical and triangular, attributed to dextrin and starch polymers, respectively were successively determined. Fig. 5 presents the two shapes with aggregations owing to the utilization of polymer as a reducing and capping agent. Furthermore, TEM showed that the two shapes are homogeneously distributed with particles size in the range of 10-30 nm. Besides, it was obvious from the scanned image that clear the agglomeration of the starch molecules were (Fig. 5b) more than that of dextrin (Fig. 5a), which may be attributed to the chain length on the two polymers. As known, dextrin derived from starch through hydrolysis. From this point, we can interpret the agglomerated silver in the case of St-AgNO₃ compared with Dx-AgNO₃. The same reason could cause more chance for the growth and nucleation of silver on the cotton fabric forming needle structure on them while forming spherical structure in the case of Dx-AgNO₃. Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS)

Based on AAS results there were no significant differences between concentrations used in the current study. The two concentrations of AgNPs were approximately 10–5 ppm/ml. Microbiological Evaluations

The fungal activities of cotton fabrics treated with St-AgNO₃ and Dx-AgNO₃ against
Aspergillus Niger clearly elucidated (Fig. 6). However, AgNPs was addressed as a powerful antibacterial agent, meanwhile, there was a shortage of the antifungal activity of AgNPs. Herein, a low concentration of two different shapes showed a powerful antifungal activity towards Aspergillus Niger with inhibition zones of 25 and 29 mm for sphere and triangle AgNPs subsequently. These results were assumed to be attributed to the cell membrane interaction with the two shapes of AgNPs. As known AgNPs interact with cell membrane causing a rupture and pumping its composition. Another mechanism stated interaction between AgNPs and DNA of the cell membrane, while another speaks about absorption cell plasma causing dryness and shrinking. For the current research, the expected mechanism for antifungal activity is the new interaction prepared particles and cell membrane. It was expected that the harsh effect on cell membrane caused such rupture. We are looking forward to continuing research work to find the right mechanism of antifungal activity of the prepared AgNPs.

CONCLUSION

Two different shapes of AgNPs were successfully prepared through an ecofriendly method using carbohydrates as reducing and stabilizing agents. A complete evaluation used to confirm AgNPs size and shape has been achieved. The as-prepared AgNPs showed UV spectra at 450 nm which belongs to the AgNPs. TEM confirms two shapes namely sphere and triangular shapes. The AgNPs concentrations were examined using atomic absorption and the concentration was observed low around 2 (ppm/ml). The cotton textile treated with AgNPs showed significantly higher effective antifungal properties at low concentration of (<10 ppm) as compared to the high concentrations of (>100 ppm). Additionally, the two colloidal AgNPs applied onto cotton fabrics demonstrated no changes in color. SEM/EDX showed dispersion and homogeneity of AgNPs on the textile surface. Furthermore, antifungal evaluation against Aspergillus Niger showed powerful activity compared to cotton fabrics loaded with high concentration of AgNPs. From the outcomes, AgNPs of low concentration has a negligible effect on fabric color and would open a new avenue for applications such as antifungal applications.
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